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series reveals more than just 2020 pandemic

*This blog was first put up on October 22 last year…I thought it well worth a rerun…

MB

Following are a collection of excerpts taken from a book written in 2010 (author

unknown by us)…What should be noted is that this short story isn’t an elite enhanced

mock-up written by an author, who in years to come would be touted as a prophet. No,

this story came from a collection of books called Heaven’s Library. Upon reading the

highlighted text below, one would think the story line was developed from a mainstream

media headline in 2021. It is evident that some of the characters and events are so

stunningly close to reality that the reader must realize that what we are seeing today in

2020/21 was indeed foreseen by the author of this short story.

Where is this author today –this diamond of dust? We may never see the little diamond

of dust again, for some of them  flow into the light, sparkle for just a moment and then

vanish back into the darkness

Perhaps his or her time in the beam of God’s light was a short one, and this prophet has

drifted back out into the blackness. Yet, I would prefer to believe that somewhere out

there, this prophet is still shinning out the Words and truth of God to a world lost in sin

and gross darkness.

Excerpts from “Alice and the Connolly Castle Mystery”

REGENCY VOGUE

Deadly weevil flu hits San Romani! GWC reports hundreds feared dead!”

https://mystical-bible.com/heavens-library/
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The following morning, the Godley family had just gathered in Eileen and Malcolm’s

hotel room to pray for Alice’s audience with Queen Marina, when this announcement

boomed from the TV.

“Here in the BSN studio today,” croaked a steely blonde newscaster, “we have renowned

pandemic expert and longstanding official of the Global Wellness Concern, Dr. Furcht.

Good morning, Doctor, nice to have you on the show … I mean, the programme!”

“Heh, heh. Thank you, Miss Grausam. It is my pleasure.”

“Dr. Furcht, is there any substance to this report from a trusted source that the virus

has in fact invaded San Romani on weevils infesting genetically modified cereals and

grains imported from the Mideast?”

“Absolutely. For many years, despite Global Wellness Concern’s urgent counsel and

repeated warnings not to do so, San Romani has maintained strong relations and

commercial ties with certain Middle Eastern countries. This foolish, and dare I say,

traitorous, treacherous, and treasonous liaison with the enemies of the Western world

has resulted in an act of bio terrorism in its lowest form through the chain of our

planet’s weakest link. “By that I assume you are referring to San Romani itself.”

“I am. The gross negligence of this insignificant, uninformed country has the potential

to destroy the entire civilized world.”

“I see. For the benefit of those interested, what are the initial symptoms of weevil flu?”

“Usually the victim experiences a mild headache, a runny nose, and a dry cough,

followed by a sore throat, chills, and fever.”

“But these are somewhat normal flu symptoms, am I right?”

“True, Miss Grausam—at the onset. Then vomiting and diarrhoea ensues, and once the

rash appears, what follows is traumatic—tumours in the groin similar to those of

bubonic plague, holes in the brain, pain in the joints and muscle spasms. Finally an

inability to breathe due to the slow perforation of the lungs takes the victim’s life.”

“Oh, my goodness! Do you really think you should be seeing the Queen, Alice?”

“Absolutely, Mummy. Why, pray tell?”

“Well, the whole palace could be infected with it. Didn’t they say that the virus came

from weevils in their imported cereals? I mean, we could have been eating it in our

porridge this morning.”

“This sounds like Truco at work, Mum,” said Brandon.

“Who?”

“Listen, darling,” Malcolm whispered as the broadcast continued.
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“Do you see any hope, Dr. Furcht?”

“Only if we, as a responsible global community militantly take the necessary steps.”

“Such as?”

“Such as benefiting from an unassailable mass vaccination program, through which we

could stem the devastating potential of this pandemic. You see, it has recently been

discovered that once the mutating super bugs realize the threat of extinction, they do

not wish to bring their offspring into a hostile environment and so they practice a form

of intelligent birth control, thus decreasing their population.”

“Amazing. It makes one wonder if the microcosmic world has something to teach us

humans!”

“Indeed.”

Alice burst into laughter.

“What on earth is so funny, Alice?”

“I-it’s okay, Mummy.”

“So Doctor, what measures, such as mandatory vaccination programs, has San

Romani’s government taken regarding this potential devastation?”

“Unfortunately little, if any, Miss Grausam. The embattled regime of Queen Marina

(The Family) and her cronies have demonstrated blatant irresponsibility towards the

threat and flagrant disregard for the warnings of the GWC, and have been grossly

negligent in making sure their people are informed…”

“They heard every one of your invitations, Alice. Now it’s too late for human intervention.
As they have rejected your winsome love, and instead heeded the voice of the devourer, the
strings hardened like the arteries to the heart due to the inordinate intake of the host. They
become nearly impossible to cut, but you can cut Marian’s strings and help her escape.
She’s over there..”

An Elegy

“Satan’s roaring is silenced through the power of the keys.”

“See?” said Brandon. “Definitely Truco.”

https://youtu.be/Fg4VWCNbfrI
https://youtu.be/Fg4VWCNbfrI
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“Nevertheless, Alice,” said Malcolm. “You should pray about it. It’s just like the old boy

to throw a spanner into the works right when you are about to meet the Queen of San

Romani.”(Romani = Gypsies…does that ring a bell?)

“Exactly,” said Brandon. “Besides, there’s not a lot about it on the local news. That says

something.”

“Well, as the news said, they could be withholding the truth from their own people,” said

Eileen. (sounds like mainstream media coverup)

“I meant that we’re not seeing any specific footage on the international news either. So,

are you going, sis?”

“But of course.”

“Have you prayed about it?”

“I most assuredly have, Mummy, and Joshua told me ever so clearly this morning to

accept Queen Marina’s invitation and to give her a printed copy of Alice Cuts the Strings

(someone’s job no doubt) that I had bound at Kinki’s.”

“It survived the fire?” Brandon asked.

“It was in my backpack which I took to the show.”

“But isn’t she depicted in the story as some kind of a puppet?” (see Frozen Book)

“Yes. Mummy. But Joshua said that I should still give her a copy.”

“Really, Alice. Is this ‘Joshua’ you refer to Jesus?”

“Well … of course.”

“Anyway,” said Malcolm, “we need to get you out of that fancy dress and into something

a little more relatable. Let’s go.”

***

“You need say nothing. Oh, by the way, seeing as this ridiculous quarantine is delaying

your leave, I recommend that you and your family visit the San Romani book fair in

Catana

***

“Yes, but not so awful that I could not counsel and concede to the importing of foreign

cars. For the sake of my people, I did, and tomorrow the global news agencies will report

that the rumours of weevil flu in San Romani are fallacious. As if by a miracle,

quarantine is over on Friday.”(Isn’t this just so typical)

***

https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Frozen-Book-Cocktail.pdf
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“Sounds like Truco at work,” said Alice.

Queen Marina laughed. “Yes. Actually, did you know that ‘Truco’ is the name of a

Spanish card game?”

“I knew it was a card game, but…”

“Well, Lionel my former butler was an avid player. It’s a game of deception and bluff.

You literally have to lie to win!” (The Elites are experts)

“Then Truco is a most appropriate name,” said Alice.

***

“As the theme outlines in your adventure, let the doddery old conspiracy theorists rave

on mocked and unheeded, but as a young female idealist, you have no small power to be

a major thorn in our ‘Truco’s’ side. Even though many may regard you as naïve, they will

listen to you and will take you seriously, some even as a voice from beyond.” (our gift of

prophecy, which is the voice we should be following, not the voice of media or man’s

opinions)

“I understand, Your Majesty. It was made most awfully apparent in my adventure with

the cards. But what exactly do you wish me to do?”

“I realise it could present no small danger, Alice, but get a website going. Mine is blocked

and hacked outside of my country and I can’t get my message out to the rest of the world.

I have been in touch with Britannica about this and she recommended you.”

“The Queen of Diamonds? You mean she…?”

“Rich woman—one of the unknown richest in the world, way above the paltry so-called

top ten. Don’t broadcast the fact, however. She is well aware of your potential.”

“I see, but this is all way above my…”

“I do not wish to pressure you, Alice. You can decline.”

“I cannot, Your Majesty. I do so wish to expose ‘Truco’s’ nefariousness to the world.

Furthermore, I believe it’s what I am meant to do.”

Link to “Alice and the Connolly Castle Mystery”

*The Wellness Program (same name) is in Africa staged by none other than Bill Gates

Editors note: Besides finding the jewels in the very small section above, we have found

references to Queen Maria giving up her crown and other very pertinent post Reboot

events as well as what the enemy is up to in this immediate era. This series should

ignite your interest. I strongly suggest you read these books… you may even find

yourself embedded in their pages. Not only that, but it may well give insight into what

is about to happen this coming year 2022 and beyond.

https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/1_12_The_Destiny_of_the_Children_of_David.mp3
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/HL_Alice_and_the_Connolly_Castle_Mystery.pdf
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Downloads for you

for more downloads visit…Wine Cellar

20
December 2021

maria’s mission and destiny

Media Word File

Prophecies for the COD regarding Maria’s calling, compiled by John.

Download

20
December 2021

faithful to the words of David

Media Word File

Prophecies for the COD…whether we choose to follow or not, we are still accountable to

the words of truth given through the prophet David. Compiled by John.

Download

04

https://mystical-bible.com/the-wine-cellar/
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/1_07_Marias_Mission_and_Destiny.mp3
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/1_05_Be_Faithful_to_the_Words_of_David.mp3
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January 2022

the prophets of the end

Media Word File

The COD were called as Jeremiah was called –as prophets to a nation that had forgotten

God. Compiled prophecies for the COD.

Download

20
December 2021

the majesty of free choice

Media Word File

Compiled prophecies for the COD…by John.

Download

 

 

https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/1_19_The_Prophets_of_the_End.mp3
https://mystical-bible.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/1_08_The_Majesty_of_Free_Choice.mp3

